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Every type of art has a basic principle of self- 
manifestation. Let’s call that principle form. When 
speaking of form, do we really mean anything dif-
ferent from content? Both content and form are 
key frameworks, essential in the philosophy, history 
and embodiment of art. It is a dialectical unity that 
drives major cultural, aesthetical and stylistic chan-
ges. As philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel 
stated, “Content is nothing but the revulsion of form 
into content, and form nothing but the revulsion of 
content into form.”

Figure, in its widest meaning, is the unique demonstration of that artistic 
integrity. Figure can mean a geometric shape, the shortest musical motif, 
a figure of speech. But there is one type of figure that cannot be limited to 
purely aesthetical rules – the human figure. Here, the balance of content 
and form (individuality and body) can be either totally ignored or per-
fected. Here, figure is not just a tool but a decisive factor of all processes, 
becoming the historical figure. And that is what makes the human figure 
the inexhaustible source of motifs for artists, poets and musicians through 
all ages.

Curiously, depictions of people seem comparatively rare on the early 
stages of Primitive Art (in which depictions of animals are more plentiful), 
witnessing the state of complete mental fusions of our ancestors with the 
surrounding world. It’s perfectly logical: every figure needs an outline to 
appear. The outline emerges as the border between content and setting, 
celebrating their distinction and creating a sense of tension, which attracts 
us in every great masterpiece. That is why we are exploring the complex 
and multifaceted topic of the figure to artists and writers for the 35th vol-
ume of ArtAscent Art & Literature Journal. Enjoy the exploration!

Oleksandra Osadcha

Foreword
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Gold Artist

Jennifer

Watercolour

Gill Bradley
gillbradleydesign.com
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Gill Bradley’s Taking the Plunge series elevates his study of the 
figure by capturing the nuances of personality in the most minute 
of gestures. Gestural yet genuine in the mood they convey, these 

selections reveal Gill’s sensitivity toward her sitters. 

Taking her cue from the women with whom she 
takes an aqua-aerobics class in West London, 
Gill aimed in this grouping to celebrate both the 
individual and the universal. Working to capture 
the intimate details of each of her subjects, Gill 
created these likenesses with the expectation 
that they be viewed together as a group, with 
their individual strengths serving to reinforce the 
bond of the community. For Gill, this sense of 
community was particularly important because 
the aquatic center at which she takes this class 
is near the Grenfell Tower, where tragedy struck 
in June 2017 in the form of a catastrophic fire. 
Her goal, though, is not to recall the atrocity 
but rather to celebrate life and the connections 
formed between the often random individuals we 
encounter in our daily routines. 

This balance between the everyday and the 
individual draws an immediate parallel to 
the work of twentieth-century master David 
Hockney, whose career has centred around an 
examination of the modern world and its various 
motifs. Perhaps it is the tie to the water, as it 
is prominently featured in many of Hockney’s 
paintings such as his record-setting Portrait 
of an Artist (Pool with Two Figures) (1972). The 
connection, though, between Hockney and 
Gill goes beyond this simple reference; for 
both there is a sense of introspection in the 
seemingly simple. Whether it is Hockney’s figure 
who stares contemplatively into the glistening 
surface of the pool or the playful poses of Gill’s 

compatriots Cornelia or Virginia in their various 
bathing costumes, there is a depth to these 
figures that goes beyond just their representation. 
Gill – like Hockney – is masterful in her ability to 
capture the subtle jut of the hips or the hint of a 
smile that, despite the loosened strokes of the 
watercolour medium, nevertheless convey to 
the viewer the richness of the persona captured 
within the composition. Gill may prefer that the 
works in this series are seen in sum, but their 
brilliance resonates even on this individual level. 

Gill Bradley received her Master’s degree at 
the Royal College of Art in London, England. It 
was around the time of her graduation that she 
enjoyed the feature of one of her films at The Best 
of British Animation Festival, which launched her 
into a career in animation and motion graphics. 
Her client list is extensive and includes motion 
graphics for the BBC and sequence animation for 
Hyperion Studios LA. In addition to teaching at 
the undergraduate and graduate levels at several 
institutions, Gill has enjoyed solo exhibition of her 
work at London’s Shh! Gallery (2011) as well as 
at the Tabernacle Gallery (2012), where several 
works from this Taking the Plunge series were  
on display. 

By Alexis Culotta, PhD
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Gill Bradley

Cornelia

Watercolour
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Mandy

Watercolour
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Marina

Watercolour

Gill Bradley
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Myrtle

Watercolour
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Jamilla

Watercolour

Gill Bradley
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Virginia

Watercolour
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One of the Hollywood icons of the 1930s, Mae West, said, “I speak 
two languages, Body and English.” As every language, we can 
use it to express ourselves or to meet others’ expectations, as 

proven throughout the following story by Christopher O’Meara.

Beach Bodies is a short story evolved out of 
several interconnected lines. The framing motif is 
focused around the problem of self-acceptance 
and body image. In the contemporary situation 
of the practically unavoidable mass media 
surrounding, people (especially the young ones) 
are forced to resist the constant intrusion of 
glamourous imagery and beauty ideals. Given 
numerous samples of the unrealistic canons 
of physical appearance, it is hard to avoid the 
traumatic experience of being unable to keep up 
with them. 

The main hero is a teenage girl who, as 
Christopher states, “…resorts to extreme means 
in order to reconcile her feelings and win the 
approval of those around her.” But it is only the 
setting for the narration, which otherwise would 
have been a rather common situation of an 
average adolescent. And yet the writer aims to 
give it a more personalized colouring, finding 
some hues that would make it stand out among 
other similar stories, and, at the same time, bridge 
it with the reader’s background. 

Choosing the first-person narrative mode, 
Christopher immerses us in the protagonist’s 
emotional roller-coaster ride – such approach 
results in the almost cinematic “subjective 
camera” effect, popular in the short films. The 
core of the piece is the built around the never-
aging motif of love and relations. However, 
the author doesn’t overload the text with the 

details of the love line, preferring to shape it with 
several short dialogues and bright kinesthetic 
descriptions. All in all, according to Dr. Albert 
Mehrabian, only 7 % of our communication is 
verbal, while the rest is conveyed through our 
sensations. Representing that subtle level of 
connection between people in literature is 
difficult, but the writer isn’t afraid of the challenge. 
The graphic nature of some fragments remind 
of the celebrated American novelist Hanya 
Yanagihara, who is also known for her in-depth 
vision of psychological trauma and its bodily 
manifestations. But unlike Hanya, Christopher 
sticks to a more positive tune.

From some details (like the chord of the phone), 
one can suggest the writing takes place in the 
1990s. And still the historical period here is 
deliberately faded, leaving room for the timeless 
aspects. And what can be more transient and 
timeless than young love? As the Ouroboros, 
who eats his own tail, the end of the story meets 
the triggering point of the plot – the vision of two 
figures on the beach.

Christopher O’Meara is a Massachusetts-based 
freelance writer. He graduated from Suffolk 
University in 2011 with a Bachelor of Arts degree 
in Communications and Journalism. 

By Oleksandra Osadcha
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Gold Writer

Christopher O’Meara
www.christopheromeara.com

Growing up my parents liked to call me the 
smartest, the prettiest, the absolute best. I 
believed all of it, for a while at least. Adolescence 
has a way of fracturing even the most cherished 
fragments of nostalgia. 

Overnight my precious Barbie, once an outlet for 
so many whimsical escapades, cast a looming 
shadow of expectations.

Fruit Loops, my go-to breakfast, suddenly tasted 
stale. That nefarious toucan grinning on every 
side of the cereal box didn’t have a prom dress 
to fit into, but I did. So every morning I’d excuse 
myself and purge. The rainbow bile looked so 
pretty swirling down the drain. 

I counted calories and weighed every crumb. The 
only thing I let slip past my lips without hesitation 
was Austin’s tongue. That refreshing peppermint 
exchange was invigorating, lingering for hours.  
I could almost taste him now. 

The last time we’d seen each other was nearly 
three months ago when he told me he was 
leaving, our feet buried deep within the sand of 
Zuma Beach.

“Newport? Like, Newport Beach?” 

“Nah,” he’d said, “Newport, Rhode Island.” 

I’d stumbled for what to say next. You can’t go! 
I’ll miss you. Why now? When will I see you again? 
Regurgitated words from a million chick flicks. 

“It’s just for the summer, I’ll call,” Austin said. 

Beach Bodies
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Then his warm tan hands cupped my neck and 
those supple lips, dusted with sea salt, merged 
with mine. I ran a hand down his stomach, a 
canyon of plateaus at their muscular peak, and 
pulled away. He was so perfectly cool, Beverly 
High’s model prom king. But who was I? Not his 
prom queen; that title belonged to Stacey Miller. 

“Promise you’ll call?” I’d pleaded, whining like  
a gull. 

“Every day,” he said.

The next day he left, my entire summer to be 
spent three hours behind. My friends tried 
to console me with movie nights and fudge 
sundaes, but one lick of mint chip made me think 
of him... probably glistening on a beach with some 
East Coast blonde, his Lakers sweatshirt knotted 
tightly around her slim waist. 

In that moment I’d run, plunge two fingers toward 
my tonsils and heave the undigested neon green 
ice cream into the sink.

I was always relieved when Austin called, but 
over time his voice grew increasingly distant 
through the receiver like I was keeping him from 
something or someone. 

I eventually told him to stop calling, strangling 
my fingertips with the phone cord as I’d said it. 
He never rang again all summer, and that’s when 
I’d spiraled, replaced by a shapeless apparition 
haunting a life I was no longer living.

Beach Bodies

Christopher O’Meara
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That was then, what would he do when he saw 
me now? Twenty pounds heavier and five shades 
paler since our last date. Pathetic.

“Hannah, your visitor’s here,” my counselor 
announced, “should I send him in?” 

I nodded, a bit reluctantly, and returned my gaze 
to the linoleum floor. I couldn’t bring myself to 
watch the disappointment in his eyes. Before I 
could cry a familiar pair of arms enveloped me in 
a purple Lakers sweatshirt. 

“I missed you so goddamn much,” he sighed, 
never once letting go. He nuzzled my neck 
leaving behind an aroma of driftwood and 
Coppertone, scents of a summer well spent.

I’d wasted mine, wading in old memories, fighting 
a dangerous current and yet, as he continued 
cradling me, I began to feel more buoyant.

“Promise me you’ll fight this.”

“Every day,” I promised. 

I would fight until he and I were back at Zuma 
Beach, two languid bodies moving with the tide 
and nowhere to be but right there.
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Silver Artist

The Little Running Bird

Mixed media (acrylics and pastels) on paper | 100 x 70 x 1 cm | $300

Katrin K. Radovani
https://www.behance.net/radovani
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Reviving the energy of abstraction, Katrin K. Radovani’s selections 
from her Fools, Masks and Faces series seek to investigate and  
unwrap the figure as she explores both surface and texture in  

her compositions. 

For Katrin, this investigation is all about energy: 
in these compositions she seeks to explore the 
power of the inner spirit and the personae of her 
models through an incisive dive into their very 
being. Rather than reverting to the conventional 
portrait, wherein idealized features and pristine 
surface reign supreme, Katrin approaches 
each work to investigate the figure and explore 
the various perspectives that can inform its 
presentation. In pushing these representations, 
Katrin pushes herself into new spaces for artistic 
contemplation, an aspect that transforms her 
works into compositions that are as much vignettes 
of the “other” as they are vignettes of herself. 

Katrin’s work is particularly inspiring because it 
explores an untapped meeting between past 
and present. At first glance, for instance, one 
might see the influence of mid-twentieth century 
Abstract Expressionism as there is clearly such a 
passion with which she composes each work. At 
the same time, though, there is a historical thread 
to Katrin’s work, one that recalls the masterful 
works of the later sixteenth-century painter El 
Greco (1541-1612), who served as the bridge 
between the Renaissance and Baroque eras. For 
El Greco, painting was a contemplation of his 
heritage in Byzantine-style icons as it merged 
with the contemporary energy and theatricality 
of the approaching Baroque age. For Katrin, a 
similar meeting occurs: in works such as The Little 
Running Bird, for example, Katrin offers a study 
reminiscent of Renaissance sketch yet imbues it 
with such vibrant colours that it seemingly carries 
some of this Renaissance age into the modern realm. 

For Katrin, the artists who have devoted their lives 
to their work is what is most inspirational.  One 
can see how Katrin is passionately devoted to her 
craft, as her works showcase the ways in which 
she embraces her subject and materials while 
also experimenting with them. It would seem that 
nothing is preplanned in Katrin’s work; rather, her 
creations evolve organically as she plays with 
elements and follows her scenes as they evolve. 
From this perspective, Katrin’s works are an ideal 
inclusion in an issue devoted to the figure, as they 
play on the very notions of the “figure” and the 
“figural” throughout.   

Katrin K. Radovani earned her Masters degree in 
Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb, 
Croatia. Her work has garnered numerous awards, 
including the Academy of Fine Arts Best Student 
Award, three Rector’s Awards from the University 
of Zagreb, and an accolade from the Center 
for Female Studies Croatia. Her work has been 
showcased in numerous exhibitions, among them 
the them the showcase “Into the Mountains,” 
sponsored by the HDLU – Croatian Association  
of Artists, and “21 Minijature,” assembled by  
ULS Croatia. 

By Alexis Culotta, PhD
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Katrin K. Radovani

Put The Blue or The Reclining Nude

Mixed media (acrylics and pastels) on paper | 200 x 75 x 1 cm | $500
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Bronze Artist

Together

Digital photography | 21.8 x 29 cm | NFS

Olga Zamora
olgazamora.com
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Since the very beginning of its history, photography became an  
efficient reproduction technique, providing us with the perfect-
ly faithful replica. Yet, as shown throughout Olga Zamora’s work, 

photographs of art objects can have a meaning that goes beyond  
mere reproducing.

The featured images were taken at old Italian 
cemeteries from the mid-19th century - Staglieno 
Cemetery in Genoa and the Monumental 
Cemetery in Milan. They are known for the sculp-
tural figures that decorate tomb monuments. 
Such combination of memorial sculpture and 
photography is deeply symbolic. The earliest 
researches of this art noticed its enigmatic, 
unearthly essence. It was seen as the way to 
enter the world of spirits. For sure these were 
superstitions, however, they intuitively grasp some 
important traits of the photographic phenomenon.

The borders of photography are absolute and 
conventional at the same time. We can capture 
only a part of a subject that hints at the whole. 
Such isolation is the main problem of the 
photographic practice, as we are always dealing 
with a still, a fragment of a thing, but never with 
the entire one. Thus, the image and the subject 
are never identical, so we are facing an absolute 
limitation. At the same time, with its power to 
record the moment, photography, similarly to 
death, gives significance to items; it marks them. 
That’s why photographers often refer to the 
instances that balance on a point between life 
and death. Abandoned rooms, houses, and still 
life images reveal the signs of transiency. The 
romantic tradition of landscapes with ruins were 
enhanced and camera turned into the instrument 
that can unveil the territory of death in life. 

Considering all aforementioned observations, 
photographing sculptural figures results in a 
polysemantic gesture; it points at memory as the 
foundation of both monuments and photography 
(as French philosopher Roland Barthes noted, 
what photography indicates first and foremost 
the past, that-has-been). Isolating figures from 
the setting, the artist brings out their evocatively 
emotional poses, prompting the viewer’s mind to 
generate stories. Traces of aging on their surfaces 
and almost Caravaggist contrast of the details are 
enhanced with the unique monochrome effect 
achieved with infrared filter. Looking at Olga’s 
works one can recall the vistas of sculptures 
in the garden of Versailles from the early 20th 
century by Eugene Atget. They share the same 
sensibility for theatricality and desire to represent 
statues not as objects but as characters. The 
marble figures became animated, finally allowing 
us to see their previously hidden silent dramas.

Olga Zamora is a Toronto-based photographer 
and water-media artist. She studied photography 
and painting at the Ontario College of Art and 
Design, Ryerson University and the Toronto 
School of Art. Her works were exhibited in group 
shows such as the Contact Photography Festival 
in Toronto in 2015 and the Toronto International 
Salon of Photography (2011, 2013, 2016).

By Oleksandra Osadcha
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Olga Zamora

Angel at Infinity

Digital photography | 22 x 29 cm | NFS
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Interlude

Digital photography | 20.2 x 29 cm | NFS
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Distinguished Artist

Achilea Borealis

Digital composite photography | 24 x 16 x 1 cm | NFS

Sarah Manriquez
https://www.sarahmanriquez.com/
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Salix Alaxensis

Digital composite photography | 24 x 16 x 1 cm | NFS
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Distinguished Artist

E C S T A S Y

Digital painting printed on canvas, mixed media | 90 x 127 x 1 cm | $40,800

Oxana Bayra
http://oxanabayra.art
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I’m   flying         
in

the 
spotlight

with a bungee tied to my midline
  propelled by daring 
          I dance with gravity
    reveling in grand jetés, my last leap 
         misses
          the floor

I bound  
beyond

        

                                                                                                                                                                               infinity 

fireworks explode 
electric blue  and yellow  and 

here      I      am

a      i      r      b      o      r      n      e

to greet the welcome swallows
 swooping over polished parquetry
  gliding on currents above the stage

I          am         sky

suspended

by hot air and the rigger’s truss 
to rise, then    sashay    across    the    crowd’s   WOW!

Lights down 
the show ends 
again I step back 
into ordinary clothes
wipe away my stage face 
and   glide   to   the   greenroom 
only to plummet
earthbound 
and sit.  
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Distinguished Writer

Ursula Beaumont
www.ursulabeaumont.art

Aerialist
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Distinguished Artist

The River Bends

Mixed media | 48 x 32 x 1.2” | $5,780

Kerri Lane
www.KerriLaneStudio.com
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Royal Goddess

Mixed media | 32 x 48 x 1.2” | $5,780

NEXT PAGE: River of Colours

Mixed media | 32 x 48 x 1.2” | $5,780 

FOLLOWING PAGE: Stronger

Mixed media | 32 x 48 x 1.2” | $5,780 
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Distinguished Artist

Mercury 2

Digital image, limited edition of 5 | 29.7 x 59.4 cm | $300

Annie Wilcox
anniewilcoxart.com
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Mercury 1

Digital image, limited edition of 5 | 29.7 x 59.4 cm | $300
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Distinguished Artist

Golden Selfie

Oil on canvas | 130 x 80 cm | $3,000

Sergey Mironov
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 Maze of Love

Oil on canvas | 120 x 80 cm | $3,000
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Summer Rain

Oil on canvas | 100 x 100 cm | $3,000
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 Silence

Oil on canvas | 100 x 100 cm | $3,000
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She, a silky six,
He, a ramrod seven, 

Tonight 
Intertwine as eight:
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Distinguished Writer

Dianalee Velie
dianaleevelie.com

Figures
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Distinguished Artist

Relax

Pencil on paper | 41 x 29 cm | $1,000

Svitlana Tykhonravova
https://www.facebook.com/svetlana.klimova
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Distinguished Artist

Flowery Dance on a Rainy Day

Textile art lace and sequins | 40 x 40 cm | $2,000

Andreea Coman
www.woolfollies.com
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Distinguished Artist

Disfigurations

Watercolour, digital print, ink, embroidery thread | 56 x 76 cm | $550

Melanie Vera
melanievera.com
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Distinguished Artist

Digital photography

Christina Storm
http://www.ideawarrior.com
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Digital photography

NEXT SPREAD: Digital photography
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Distinguished Artist

Beautiful African Woman - Euphoria

HOUDA BAKKALI
https://hbakkali.es
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Beautiful African Woman - Serenity
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“Oh leave it out, James.  
You know very well what I meant.”

“I know you’re being critical. As usual.”

“I was merely using a figure of speech. You just 
seem particularly grumpy this morning. And for 
no obvious reason that I can see. Are you having 
both those pieces of toast? I’ll have that slice if 
you’ve don’t want it. Thanks. Look, I don’t want a 
row. I haven’t got time for it.”

“You have just hit the nail on the head, Naomi. 
Right there, when you said you haven’t got time 
for it. You haven’t got time for anything but your 
work. And you’ve especially not got time for me.”

“That’s untrue. You’ve certainly got it on you this 
morning. Look, you’ve got your career and I’ve 
got mine. I’ve had an enormous workload this 
last month. You know very well what it takes to 
become a Senior Partner. You went through it and 
I accepted it, didn’t I? I didn’t ever complain, Did I? 
Well, did I, James?”

“What was that you said?” James asked.

“I said - oh, just forget it.” Naomi said.

“No. Tell me what you said, Naomi.”

“Oh, leave it.”

“No. I won’t leave it. What did you say, Naomi?”

“I said you must have got out of bed on the wrong 
side this morning. Pass me the milk, please. Why 
you can’t put it in a milk jug, I’ll never know.”

“Probably because I got out of bed on the wrong 
side, as you so quaintly put it. It’s been such a 
long time since you were in my bed, you must 
have forgotten that my bed is against the wall. So 
tell me, how the hell could I have got out on the 
wrong side?”
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Joyce Fox

The Figure of Speech that Broke the Camel’s Back
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“You might not have complained then. I don’t 
remember. But what I do know is that you do an 
awful lot of complaining now.”

You’re being stupid.  
Pass me the marmalade, please.”

“So I’m grumpy and stupid am I? Great. 
No wonder you’re so anxious to rush off to 
your precious Chambers and your precious 
colleagues. And let’s not forget your precious 
Head of Chambers, Mister Oliver Macauley.  
The legal grapevine has it you and he are,  
shall we say, close. Very close. Close enough 
 to call him Ollie.”

“I can’t imagine where you get your ideas from, 
James. Of course I don’t call him Ollie. He’s Head 
of Chambers for goodness sake. You’ve gone too 
far, as usual.”

“Ah ha. Touched a nerve there, have I?  
Below the belt was it?”

“I can see you’re spoiling for a fight. Sorry, but it’ll 
have to wait until this evening. I really must go. I’m 
due in court in less than an hour.”

“I’d better sort out my defense if you’re 
threatening a fight this evening. Though actually 
I’m not the guilty party here, am I?

“You are so predictable, James. So very good at 
turning the tables. And before you go all literal on 
me, I meant going on the...”

“I know what you meant. I’m not an idiot.”

“Then don’t act like one. It doesn’t suit you. And I 
really have got to go now. Mrs. Newton will be in 
later. She’ll clear this lot away. I hope you’re in a 
better mood when I get back. Actually I might be 
late home tonight. Assuming we get a successful 
ruling today, and it’s almost a forgone conclusion, 
then Ollie will want to push the boat out.”
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Singing in the Thorns

Acrylic on canvas | 50 x 70 x 1 cm | $3,500

Victor Ovsyannikov
www.artist-v-ovsyannikov.com
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Human Error

Oil on linen | 80 x 60 x 2 cm | NFS

Jessica Bianco
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Heroes in Action

Acrylic on canvas board I 40.6 x 50.8 x 2 cm I $512

Bobbie O’Toole
http://barbara-otoole.pixels.com
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Jimmy Gockel
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Ink, watercolour

Chiron the Theorist 
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Ink, watercolour
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The Ugly Duchess

Photography, Epson Premium Luster print | 28 cm x 35.6 cm | $40

Rachel Caldwell
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I will apologize straight up to the art aficionados 
whom I will likely offend with my following words. 
Unlike you, I had stereotypical Asian parents who 
emphasized academic success over anything 
creative that would stifle my potential career 
prospects in edicine, law or dentistry. I had not  
even considered studying Art in my later years at 
high school; physics and chemistry were the  
natural choices.

I visited the Picasso Museum yesterday, and 
I still struggle to see anything aesthetically 
pleasing in his work. I don’t mind his early pieces, 
where anatomy is drawn, painted and sketched 
where they should be; but the sharp angles of 
discombobulated features, double eyes in a profile, 
or the sensual curves of a woman’s breasts reduced 
to crude shapes and slanting lines drains me – both 
physically and emotionally.

I sat in front of a wall of portraits, studying each one 
individually, and all of them as a whole. I observed 
other patrons stand close, faces enthralled at his 
jaunty brushwork, his arrogant interpretation of the 
female form. I started to feel like I was the only one 
to see the Emperor had no clothes, and everyone 
else was admiring his masterpiece with knowledge 
and appreciation I was incapable of grasping. 

Frustrated, I strolled quicker than normal museum 
etiquette dictates through the next few rooms. My 
legs and heart were heavy, and my mind defeated. 
As a scientist, not understanding a concept means  
I should study further, broaden my knowledge base, 
and/or consult experts until I had mastered it. Here, 
I felt like a failure.

In the last room, my pace and my heart rate 
unexpectedly slowed. Picasso and cubism and 

inanimate objects: all of a sudden his severe 
angles and displaced features shifted from elitist 
omnipotence to a thing of beauty accessible to all. 
Or accessible to me, at least.

Sacre Coeur: an outline of a dome, and geometrical 
hints of its base, as well as the higgledy-piggledy 
maze of Monmartre and Pigalle. Light and shade 
and texture pierce through the vertical centre of the 
piece, giving form and shape to the windows and 
rooftops – capturing the hustle and crowdedness 
of city life without a single human in sight. Both 
sides of the artwork are comprised of minimal 
lines – shadows of eaves and walls – mimicking the 
eyes’ ability to focus on the central vision, with only 
essential contextual information registering in black 
and white in the extreme edges of the periphery.

In this hushed room at the very end of his exhibition, 
I get it. I have a visceral reaction to the corruption 
of the human figure. Soft curves of the neck and 
shoulder, muscles and bones and fat usually hidden 
beneath clothes are visually appealing and tickle my 
biologist’s brain for order and form. I enjoy art that 
takes skill and talent beyond my capabilities and 
displays it without shame or self-consciousness.

Art, unlike science, is subjective. No amount of study 
or knowledge will change your first impression.  
I may grow to understand his technique and goals 
behind his art movement better, but I don’t think 
I will ever love his human cubism pieces. Much 
the same way that I will never love thrash metal or 
country music.

I am glad I persisted in visiting his museum. I may 
not have picked up an appreciation of his work,  
but I definitely learned a lot about myself.
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My Date with Picasso
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A Holy Union: Durham NC

Acrylic on canvas | 50 x 60 x 4 cm | $1,800

Amy Andorfer
www.andorferart.com
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The Seventh Trumpet Sound

Oil on canvas | 61 x 18 x 1 cm | NSF

Shawn Robichaud
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Don’t people just forget you! 
Did I ever forget anyone in my 
entire life? No, Sir; I did not!

And wasn’t I the good shepherd
to everyone I met, never letting 
new church folk get away 
without a call. 

I bent myself in half for you people, 
spreading gentleness with smiles 
and hellos, committees and all those 
Bible study classes. 

Wasn’t I always the good Christian!

But now when you’re old 
no one remembers you. 
It’s like I’m disappearing one day 
at a time.

Someday I’ll press this button 
and no one will come. 
I could be bleeding like a stuck hog 
and not a soul would care. 

Why doesn’t the Lord take me?
God knows I’m ready. 
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Fritz Hildebrand

A Southern Grandmother Alone
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Waiting

Metal, wood, foam | NFS

Yu Shen
www.yushensculpture.com
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Hope for the Best

Oil on canvas | 30 x 50 x 2 cm | $2,100

Artem Rezchikov
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Venerable Women

Oil on canvas | 100 x 80 x 4 cm | $12,000
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Happiness and Contemplation

Oil on canvas | 50 x 70 x 2 cm | $9,000
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Chessboard

Mixed media on paper | 34.5 x 24 cm | Sold

Danielle Heymann
https://dheymann314.wixsite.com/danielleheymannart
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Greenhouse

Mixed media on paper | 14.5 x 19.5 cm | NFS
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Waltz

Mixed media on paper | 14.5 x 19.5 cm | NFS
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“What a freak you are, Alex!” Luba Medvedeva said 
nonchalantly, turning towards me and showing off 
her staggeringly graceful figure.

Years ago she was known as the reigning beauty in 
our class. Well, in terms of her looks, she was still a 
straight A-plus doll.

But what an insult! Why would she dress me down 
like that? What’s wrong if we have different tastes!

“Who’s this nymphet, Alex? What the hell does she 
want with you?” asked Nadine, cuddling up to me 
with her rather ample body.

Nadine was thirty years old. And no one, as far as I 
am concerned, was more attractive than her.

“Oh, just some classmate, back from high school,” I 
said. Boys were all super crazy about her. Can you 
imagine that?

Nadine looked on for some time after the brunette 
who was walking away. The petite Luba, dressed 
up in a white raincoat, stood out sharply against 
the background of the yellow and orange carnival 
of the leaves in the autumnal park.

“She’s beautiful,” Nadine acknowledged. “More 
than that: she’s like some model from a fashion 
magazine! I cannot get envious, though. Know 
what, Alex? You must like such babes, don’t you?”

Her face grew red after she had said that. And her 
eyes seemed to get larger. One could think that 
Nadine might burst into tears any minute now.

“Nadine, my love, are you jealous by any chance? 
Come on! For me, no woman is more beautiful 
than you. And I love all there is: your face, your lips, 
your great body!”

I started covering with my kisses everything that  
I had just named: her eyes, lips, nose, and neck.  
I was oblivious of the people around us. That is,  
of the passersby who looked at the two lovers  
with disdain…

At night, in bed next to Nadine who was snoring 
lightly while lying on my arm, I got to thinking 
about all this.

Incidentally, why do voluptuous women thrill 
me so much? I mean, women whose figure 
would appear as “non-classical” to some beauty 
connoisseurs? Am I indeed a freak?

What bullshit, Alex, I told myself. There’s an 
explanation. Your preference for the big and soft 
ones, for the ample and voluptuous ones has 
deep roots: they sprouted up when you were still a 
child… They hail from the illustrations in the popular 
Ogonyok magazine. Those reproductions were the 
primary erotic experience permitted by the state. 
Some paintings formed with their eroticism the 
female ideal in the boy’s subconscious.

Take Rembrandt’s Danae, for example: with her 
doughy body, she does not look like a young 
woman. Or Peter Paul Rubens with his never-
ending orgies by Bacchus revelers in the company 
of overripe beauties, who were definitely suffering 
from cellulite. Last, but not least, The Beauty by 
Boris Kustodiev: a large blonde nude filling the 
whole dimension of the canvas with her gorgeous 
white body.

Then, in sixth grade, you went with your 
schoolmates to the Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts. 
It was there that—click!—the ideal of the female 
beauty got finally shaped in your subconscious! As 
if in a frame, just right! Bronze figures of Aristide 
Maillol’s nude peasant women, thickset, wide-
hipped—they stole the show, putting in the shade 
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Alexey Mironov

A Happy Freak
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the academic ideals of female beauty which 
originated in Ancient Greece.

Later on, when I became an artist, I started calling 
my darlings Baroque Women. This style, the 
Baroque, replaced at some point the exalted, 
heavenward Gothic in architecture, superseding 
the rational Renaissance. New forms were pleasing 
the eyes of world-weary Italians, both in the 
decors of the facades and in the splendid  
building interiors.

This style arrived in Russia quite a bit later 
emerging in a somewhat original form: in the 
“roaring 1990s” the so-called Baroque Revival 
suddenly became the “in thing” for the “new 
Russians”, those who could get their fill of easy 
money. Thus faux-Baroque remake palaces 
mushroomed very quickly all around  
Moscow’s suburbs.

…In those days, when we got together at Zhenya 
Berzarin’s pad, there were many girls to choose 
from. Zhenya, a long-haired blonde guy, a hippie-
cum-electrician with the local housing office, 
would chase anything that had a skirt on: he would 
invite all young women in the country to come to 
his fold. He called it “let’s dance and relax a bit”.

That night there were only two girls at his pad: 
Nadine with her lush, Kustodievan body and Zosya, 
who looked like a slender teenager. Both were 
trying to attract my attention, to impress me. Why 
me? That’s simple: the party was held specially in 
my honour!

“Yes, Alex,” I am whispering to myself now, “Your 
subconscious made an error-free choice tilting 
towards the larger, perhaps slightly overripe figure 
that Nadine already had. She was the type of a 
woman that matched the matrix of your ideal which 
took shape in your childhood and adolescence.”

And out of the corner of my eye I look at the naked 
Nadine sprawled next to me on the bed. 

The Lord did a great job with his chisel when 
creating her splendid body.

Luba Medvedeva’s face suddenly surfaces in my 
memory: it is contorted with a hysterical grimace. 
“What a freak you are, Alex!”

Ridiculous!

After gazing to my heart’s content at the body 
which someone may regard as “non-classical”,  
I recognize for the umpteenth time that it is ideal—
for me. I cuddle up to Nadine, covering us with  
the blanket.

There’s fall outside, yet my Nadine exudes vernal 
freshness, as after a spring rain. One may think that 
any moment now a rainbow might arise above us.

“What rainbow, Alex?” Nadine mumbles in her sleep. 
“Close your eyes, it’s late into the night already.”

“You’re a freak, Alex, this is what you are!” Luba 
seems to be yelling outside.

Yet her voice is getting hollow, more and more 
hushed, and then my former classmate gets silent. 
And I start falling into the rainbow, into Nadine’s 
freshness, into the vernal body of my beloved. This 
is, after all, a celestial flight—so the rainbow goes 
with it.

I am completely engulfed in experiencing the soar 
in the empyreal heights.

Even if I am a freak, I’m at least a happy freak!
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Nymphs before the Rain

Digital photography | 24.1 x 14.6 cm | $350 

Christopher Silva-Broussard
www.silva-broussardphotography.com
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La Petite Ballerine

Digital photography | 17.8 x 19 cm | $350 
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Untitled II

Digital photography | 38.7 x 26.7 cm | $750
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Untitled

Digital photography | 26 x 29.2 cm | $600
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Being There

Bronze, wood, marble | 25 x 25 x 30 cm | $3,000

Dina Torrans
DinaTorrans.art
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Bacchus

Bronze, stone, glass | 27 x 13 x 13 cm | NFS
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Hunter

Oil on canvas board | 12 x 14 cm | NFS

Lilong Shi
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Sleeping Woman on Couch

Digital image | NFS

Phillip T. Stephens
https://medium.com/@reifinery
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Avec Masque

Acrylic on canvas | 30 x 40 x 1.5 cm | $1,000

Yvette Young
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There is no name for that.  
There’s no strength that holds happiness. 
There is no promised land of sadness.  
The fields are gold with fall, 
they are silver with winter.  
The car is trailed with the dirt that led you here. 
You note the windshield paintings  
the ancient figures, antelopes of ice melting into lakes, 
arms of blue rivers white with the harvest of clouds. 
There was some mission.  
About the mystery, you had come to 
an understanding. For instance,  
the circling of geese forming wonder —  
so why stay so long with them into winter?  
Why not fade south with the others, like tears?  
What was the sound that we made,  
if not a cry?
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https://isleofhoy.com/

For Instance, the Geese
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Underwater Inspiration Muses

Theodore Heublein
www.theodoreheubleinart.com
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Underwater Inspiration Muses
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Article title (continued)

Read about more amazing artists and writers.

Browse our Art Blog at
www.ArtAscent.com. 
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